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1.  Introduction: Fem[in]icide
Goes Global

“We are all aware that femicide remains a global concern”.

—Ambassador Lourdes O. Yparraguirre , 2012. 

 

 

"Expansion of the Concepts of Femicide/Feminicide within the UN System

since the First Year of its Appearance" (1997). 

"Femicide" (Diana Russell,

1976, International

Tribunal on Crimes

Against Women):"The

killing of females by males

because they are

female".   

"Feminicidio" (Marcela Lagarde,

1997, Ciudad Juárez, México):

Repolitisation of the definition

(+State): "A fracture in the rule of

law favours impunity to these

crimes". 

"Gender-related Killing of

Women and Girls" (UNODC

(and other UN agencies),

since 2013): "Those killings

that have as main motive or

cause gender-

based discrimination". 

How has the concept of
fem[in]icide been globalised? 
How has the concept been epistemologically produced and

negotiated amidst transnational spaces; 

 

How are power and knowledge  being articulated in its

definition and quantification?

2. Theoretical Framework:
The Transnational

Interplay

4. Results: The Femi[ni]cide Social
Worlds/Frameworks

3. Methodology: The Archeology of Knowledge
(Foucault) + Situational Analysis (Clarke) 

Content analysis of several documents produced

by a multiplicity transnational actors. 

Gender Equality Human Rights Criminology Statistical Capacity

Various social worlds/epistemic frameworks approach
what fem[in]icide 'is' and 'ought' differently  (Merry 2016).  

 

1. Gender is seen as binary reductionism: conceived as difference and
not as diversity (law). 

2. Gender etiology conflict: how to collect intentional homicide statistics
caused by "gender-based discrimination" (gender is everywhere but it is
not everything). 

3. Place-based knowledge production of indicators (local vs cultural).

Epistemological tensions emerge:

e.g. the "GENDER" episteme

 

 

Elaborated by the author based on the UNiTE Official Document System.

 

 

 

Elaborated by the author based on the UNiTE Official Document System.

 

"Expansion of the 'Gender-related'

conceptual construction within the UN 

System since the First Year of its

Appearance" (1993).  

5. Conclusions

National 

Level

Grassroots/Local

Level 

International/
 Regional Level

Transnational Advocacy  Networks

TANs

Processes of transnationalisation are

assumed as those that create “new

understanding of the meanings and
interrelatedness of global, national and local

spheres” (Zwingel, 2012). Each of those
levels consists of actions and views taken by

various actors across different sectors.
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Who defines and quantifies

what fem[in]icide is?

 

By analysing the power/knowledge

logic behind the challenges of

globalising something so complex

and contextually dependent as 

fem[in]icide I conclude by restating

that fem[in]icide should

be constantly repoliticised into the

vernacular.  
UNIVERSAL

VS

CULTURAL

The ConceptualConundrum
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A 'GLOBAL' ARCHAEOLOGY OF
FEM[IN]ICIDE


